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A Brand New Christmas Item for the Ladies!



Attractive

New Tray

for

Special

Display
Waterman's new natural wood finish pen tray will make a

bright spot in any showcase. Twenty grooves wide, it

provides excellent display value for the De Luxe Ink-Vue

or any pen a dealer may desire to feature by spotlighting

it among the other pens in regular trays. Neatness, sim-

plicity and up-to-daten

This new tray is designated No. 20 and is offered to our

dealers with the Ink-Vue merchandise illustrated therein

for S57.30 net as listed under Christmas Assortment C on

the enclosed order blank. Space is provided at the back of

the tray for listing of the pens and pencils as under our

method of Stock Control.

New Ink Fountain Makes Handy Dispenser
Here is an indispensable aid for any pen counter—a dustlcss ink-well

from which, to fill pens as your customers try them. It also create-

will for your store and your pen department by permitting your cu-

to fill their pens occasionally when In your store and it will even bring

them in for this purpose, thus creating an opportunity for a further sale

The Ink Fountain uses a 4 02. Tip-Fill bottle of Waterman's Ink which

is kept sealed from the air, preventing evaporation. A plunger auto-

matically closes the well to keep out dust and the little

cover provides additional security. Ample depth of ink is pre

vided for covering point of even the largest pen by inserting ni

in the well and pressing down plunger. Ink runs into the we

under the plunger as fast as drawn out so that any size pen m£

be completely filled.

The Ink Fountain—complete with a bottle of No.

174 Waterman's Ink—is packed with full directions

for its use to sell ar $2 list. Here is a useful item to

profitably sell schools, offices and inc

uals with rhe added opportunity of

selling additional bottles of No. 17'

as refills.

To dealers stocking Waterman

will supply, FREE, an ink

fountain for use on your pen

counter, with your total net

order of at least $30. How-
ever, your order must include

at least three dozen bottles of

No. 174 ink. Use the order

form enclosed.
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Huge Christmas Advertising Campaign
More Than 50 Million Waterman's Advertisements

Will Blanket Every Section of the Country

Mr. Dealer, for the largest Waterman's advertising

in many years ! Our Christmas slogan, "No better

n Pens—No better Pens than Waterman's," will

y 93 million magazine and newspaper readers from
oast. Featured is the handsome new metal set box
:s the style keynote for smart gifts this year—and
is from Waterman's popular price range, S3 to

POPULAR MONTHLY MAGAZINES

AMERICAN MAGAZINE COSMOPOLITAN
RED BOOK GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

nent on the back of this .

hire and in color in Chi
apntar






